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Итоговая контрольная работа 7 класс к УМК Биболетовой 

I     Choose the right variant. 

 

1. Have you ever ... to France? 

A be                B was             C been               D were 

2. I ... a letter to my friend now. 

A am writing       B write        C will write      D would write               

3. David ... football tomorrow. 

A will play        B has played       C play       D plays 

4. Kate ... already … her home work. 

A have … done      B did… done     C has …done D does … do     

5. Yesterday the boys ... the game. 

A loose       B would lose      C have lost        D lost 

6. Our students ... part in the competition the day after tomorrow. 

A will take         B took         C taked             D take 

7. He always ... his niece with her homework. 

A help        B helped       C will help        D helps 

8. I usually ... my parents in the evening. 

A helped         B helps         C help         D will help                          

9. Where is Mary? She is in her room. She ... . 

A sleep         B sleeps        C is sleeping        D will sleep                   

10. Nick ... to school every day. 

A goes         B went          C go         D will go 

II Write the sentences in passive voice. 

1. Pupils use computers at their lessons. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Ann cooks a special dinner on the 21
st
 of May. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

3. They will arrange a nice picnic next week. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

4. The little girl drew these funny pictures. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. The teacher punished the naughty boy. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

III Translate into Russian. 
1. What is he doing now? – He is listening to jazz. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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2. A new house will be built next year. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Her daughters enjoy figure skating. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

4. We must be at the station at 7 o'clock in the evening. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

5. I am proud of my family. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

IV Translate into English. Use modal verbs (should, must, have to) 

1. Ты должен учиться в школе.  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Тебе надо подготовиться к контрольной работе. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Тебе следует посмотреть этот фильм. Он интересный.  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

V Match the words with translations. 

 

1. author              A painter         B writer        C teacher          D mother 

2. to go to bed     A true           B to go abroad      C fantastic     D to sleep 

3. century           A two thousand years     B one thousand years     C one week    D one hundred years 

4. to be fond of      A a lot of        B to like      C to be famous      D to think                                     

5. popular            A independent          B not famous       C well-known       D polite 


